Guitar Styles & Techniques of Jerry Reed

Featuring
Jerry’s Breakdown
Lord Mr. Ford
Down Home
Reedology
The Claw
Jiffy Jam
Papa’s Knee

Taught by
Buster B. Jones
Drop D Tuning

swing eighths $\frac{3}{8}$
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2
REEDOLOGY
FULL ARRANGEMENT

Drop D Tuning
straight time, more freely

a tempo (swing eighths)
JIFFY JAM

Standard Tuning

(INTRO.)
Standard Tuning

Down Home

[Music notation and tablature for Down Home]
THE CLAW

Standard Tuning
EMBELLISHED LICKS
PAPA’S KNEE

Drop D Tuning

A

B

B
LORD, MR. FORD

Open G Tuning
JERRY’S BREAKDOWN

Standard Tuning

INTRO